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                 INTRODUCTION: A FORECAST REPORT FOR YOUTH
     AstroJourney is written for adolescents and young adults; we focused on, but did not limit ourselves to, 14 to

24 years of age. There are a lot of transit reports out there. Why write one for youth?
     Survival is tougher today. Astrology is like a road map. Your road map. Your destiny. Today, more than ever

before, we live in a world of choices. Your fate isn't set in stone. From the looks of things, we don't have too
much to say about who our parents are, where we're born, how many siblings we get, whether our parents are

rich or poor, loving or mean, rigid or liberal. Spiritual astrology teaches that you got the best deal you could get in
terms of your karma. Your karma is the picture of your past, your debts and credits from many lifetimes, for
better or for worse. Whether you believe in karma or not, you still have to work with what you've got!

CHOICES

     The older you get, the more you're going to want to have a say, the more what you say is going to make a
difference, and the more you're going to have to account for the consequences. Growing up and separating out

from your parents, and making it on your own is about making decisions, taking responsibility for your life. This
happens in stages. Some stages of maturation are gradual. Others are dramatic. Many things are hard to
understand until later when we can look back on our experience with wiser eyes. Your personalized

AstroJourney can help you understand what's going on while you're in the middle of it. AstroJourney can help
you pinpoint various possibilities to help you make the best choices.

THE FIRST SATURN OPPOSITION

     Some challenges we face have to do with stages in life. For example, between the ages of 14 1/2 and 16
everyone lives through the first Saturn opposition. This is usually a tough time, because you may feel quite

capable of making it on your own, but somehow you're not ready yet. You're probably still financially dependent

on your parents and you need to finish High School. You may need, love and respect your parents, but chances

are you don't totally agree with the way they do things. This is the age when you really start to see things in a
different way. It's necessary. Everyone goes through it. Your parents went through it. It's usually a time of

tension.

YOUR PERSONAL DESTINY
     Other happenings in your life have to do with the day and the moment you were born. Some of these cycles

last for a couple of hours, others last for as long as 14 years!   Going through Uranus conjoined your Sun, which

happens only once in a lifetime and can totally turn around your life, is going to be different at 16 or 22 than at
age 40 or 80!   In writing this report, we want you to know what this transit means for you, at your age, at this

time in history. A transit like Neptune squaring Mercury, which lasts a couple of years, would be confusing at any

age in any time. But today the danger of getting wasted with drugs or alcohol or dropping out of school during

this sensitive period is going to be more than it was a generation ago. It's also a great time for self-discovery,



creativity, getting into music and art, meditation, Tai Chi, exploring spiritual concepts.

EVERYONE'S LIFE MATTERS
     One thing I've discovered by working with thousands of people is that everyone, without exception, no matter

how better off they may appear to be, has tough issues to work out. Some kids are in more deeply than others.

Maybe this has to do with your relationships with parents, school issues, or feeling good about yourself, your

body, your friends. In writing each entry we had to cover a lot of ground to speak to many people in different
situations but at the same time hit how a certain influence works for you.

     If you're 16 and living at home, stuff about looking for an apartment, buying a car, getting involved in serious

relationships and filling out job apps may not be relevant to you yet. But, then again, it might. Many of you are
sexually mature, if not necessarily ready. We decided to treat you as older rather than younger. You'll know what

relates to you because it fits!

CONTRADICTORY INFLUENCES

     On some days  you'll hit a mixed forecast. For example, transiting Mercury might be Square your Mars,
warning you that you could get into arguments or get a ticket for speeding. At the same time Mercury might be

trine Jupiter, telling you it's a great time for communication of all sorts and short trips. When you think about it, in
a single day, we deal with sometimes contradictory energies. If you put the two together, they'd read, "a great
day for short trips as long as you watch your speed; you have a lot to say, but be willing to listen to someone

else's point of view. " You can often make the good better by taking note of the precaution or you can blow a

positive breeze by letting your ego be too large.

A SPIRITUAL GENERATION

     This report is not religious in any way. But it is spiritual. All of you were born with an astrology that brings you
into understanding spiritual dimensions of life not available to previous generations. East has met West, yoga and

acupuncture and Tai Chi and meditation, even chiropractors were for the alternative crowd when many of your
parents brought these and other "New Age" concepts in a generation ago. Today, they're more and more

commonplace; just the beginning of what's to come.
     You've been brought up with computers in an informational age where technology and the media are changing
our lives so quickly it's not easy to keep pace. It may be harder to plan for the future, when the present moves so

fast. Yesterday's model for marriage and close relationships doesn't really work today. In talking about your
social and career aspects, we kept these things in mind.

YOU'RE CHANGING THE WORLD

     Finally, you're adolescents and young adults at a time in history when major cycles are changing. We've just
entered a new Astrological Age -- Aquarius, the age of Love. People have different ideas about what love means
but Aquarius is already changing the way we think, work, play, relate. You're inheritors of a new world, one

which many people in many lands believe will be a "Golden Age" preceded by incredible turmoil.
     In writing to each of you and all of you, we do so with great respect and understanding, and with hopes that

this book of changes will make a positive difference on your journey.

     The original text of this report was written by Kathie Garcia, with helpful feedback from Todd Henderson

(age 24), Indra Garcia (age 19) and Eugene Garcia (age 17).

                            * * * HOW TO USE ASTROJOURNEY * * *

     At the exact moment of your birth, the planets were in certain signs, in a certain relationship to one another.
To erect your natal chart, the astrologer takes a picture of that moment, as if the heavens froze! The story of your

life is written in the working out of these energies over time. Some are harmonious and others are challenging.

Astrologers are able to predict what things happen when and for how long by evaluating the impact of transits.

Transits compare the positions of a planet on a given date to a planet or position in your natal chart.
     Using AstroJourney is easy!
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       * In your report you'll read the date on which a transit is exact on the left hand side. This is when its

influence is strongest.

       * In parentheses you'll see the full duration of the influence, when it comes into play and when it leaves.
       * On the right hand side, you'll see the description of the transit which includes a transiting planet in aspect to

a natal planet. For example : Merc Sxtil Ven means transiting Mercury is sextile natal Venus.

       * Beneath is the interpretation of the influence.

UNDERSTANDING ASPECTS

     Aspects are the astrologer's tool to understanding the nature of the relationship between two planets or

positions:
     Sextile (60 degrees) and Trines (120 degrees) show where energies flow harmoniously. Take advantage of

these transits to lighten your load, move forward, get that date, etc.

     Squares (90 degrees) are the most challenging of all aspects. Conquering a square can be difficult and

requires discipline, but the prize is worth the effort.

     Oppositions (180 degrees) challenge you in your relationships with other people. Sometimes you feel a real
positive, even stimulating exchange of energy. Other times we deal with conflicts, confrontations, schisms, or

separations. Someone else could be mirroring something about yourself you need to deal with but don't see.
     Conjunctions (0 degrees) can go either way and depend much upon the nature of the two planets coming
together. Venus and Jupiter is a fun, if potentially lazy, combination while Mars and Pluto can be pretty heavy

since they both relate to anger and ego.

PLANETS IN HOUSES
     Planets transiting through houses are going to highlight a specific area of your life for the duration of the transit

according to the nature of the planet. AstroJourney will tell you when a transiting planet enters a particular house
in your natal chart. The date on the left hand is the date the planet enters the house. In parentheses you'll see the

duration of the transit. It will start a day earlier than the beginning date. This is when the transiting planet is on the
house cusp. On the right hand side you'll see the name of the planet and the house its entering. For example,

"Merc 4th H." means "transiting Mercury is entering the 4th house of your natal chart."
     So, now you've got the pack, enjoy your journey!

Tropical/Placidus   NATAL CHART
Calculated for time zone 0 hours

Natal positions:
  Sun= 4LI38   Moon=12CP57   Merc=26VI24    Ven=13LI09   Mars=14AQ12
  Jup= 2SA29    Sat= 6GE27    Ura=13LI21    Nep= 0SA53    Plu=29VI45

PLANET-TO-PLANET SELECTIONS
Natal: Sun Moon Merc Ven Mars Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu
Transiting: Mars Jup Sat Ura Nep Plu
            ASPECT          ORB                 ASPECT          ORB

Conj    (  0 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min Oppos   (180 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min

Sqr     ( 90 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min Trine   (120 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min

Sxtil   ( 60 deg 00 min) 1 deg 00 min

May 31, 2022    (May 31, 2022 to June 1, 2022)               Mars Oppos Sun

Self-control is the need of the hour. Meeting in the middle could help you avert head-on collisions. In sports and
competitive events, take reasonable steps to prevent injuries. Gauge ego levels; your feelings and emotions may

be running against your best interests. Caution is advised with firearms, machinery and cars. Prepare for potential

confrontations by realizing the best way to win is to psyche your opponent out before it gets physical.

June 2, 2022    (June 1, 2022 to June 4, 2022)               Mars Sxtil Sat
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If friends remark that you're unusually serious now, they're right! This influence offers a good formula for success

if you're willing to work hard, keep organized, define your goals and stay on track. Your ambition is likely to be
intensified as well as your will to succeed and grapple with even knotty problems. Parents, bosses, mentors --

people in power, support your goals.

June 6, 2022    (May 31, 2022 to June 14, 2022)               Jup Oppos Sun

Opportunities appear all around you but how they work out depends on your ability to pull in the reins; it's easy
to over-extend your wallet or exaggerate your vision. You'll have to deal with other people's resentment and

anger if you make unrealistic promises that you cannot fulfill. Examine carefully any proposals before making

binding commitments. Plans that are overblown could prove to be costly. In interpersonal relationships, watch

out for an arrogant attitude that says, "I've got all the answers!" that could cause just about anyone to be turned

off.

June 11, 2022   (June 10, 2022 to June 12, 2022)               Mars Sqr Moon

A tendency to take things personally could cause you to emotionally overreact. You could be acting like you did

with your mother when you were an infant! Trouble is you've grown up! This transit gives you a good idea of
what habits hurt you and keep you from getting the love you need. Emotional anger can challenge you. It doesn't
matter if it comes from you or if someone else ticks you off. Booze and drug clouds are especially dangerous

now. Look for new ways to conquer old hurts and you'll find a peace you haven't known before.

June 11, 2022   (June 10, 2022 to June 13, 2022)               Mars Oppos Ven

Maybe you're just feeling turned on. Or maybe you hit it off with someone at a party. Sometimes, however, you
could find yourself deeply involved in a relationship which brings up as much love and good vibes as it does

anger and hatred. This period will test your emotional maturity. Conflicting relationships aren't necessarily bad; it
just means you have stuff to work out inside yourself.

June 12, 2022   (June 12, 2022 to June 13, 2022)               Mars Oppos Ura

Explosive arguments could lead to you going your own way when someone or something tries to confine you.

You could feel that your sense of independence and freedom is being challenged. Nevertheless, when the heat of
the moment passes, you could regret sorely impulsive actions. Pull in the reins on impatience and compulsive

urges, especially with friends or in group situations. You're subject to sudden changes and disruptive events

which can be extremely stressful. Keep centered and make room in your schedule and budget for the

unexpected. Even hard changes sometimes lead to liberation from restrictive circumstances. Car-ma (Karma)

can be intense now.

June 13, 2022   (June 11, 2022 to June 14, 2022)               Mars Sxtil Mars

A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something new or for taking care of business. Work those

weights, run that mile, 'cause this is an opportune time to build up your body. If you're into action requiring

military like discipline and stamina, do it now! Or maybe for you, the challenge is in winning over that special
someone. Think positive and win!
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June 20, 2022   (June 12, 2022 to June 30, 2022)               Jup Sxtil Sat

Now's the time to get ahead! Present parents, employers, or authority figures with your plans if you're looking for

their support. The more you put in to this upper influence, the more you'll get out of it. A great booster for

demonstrating your maturity; others notice and reward you. Your vision, organizational abilities and sense of
responsibility are your guides to success. Opportunities to move forward open up. If you're looking for a job,

now's the time to grab it. Much gain comes from travel and from educational advancement. A great transit for

writers! For some, a spiritual Path opens during this cycle.

June 28, 2022   (June 16, 2022 to July 9, 2022)               nep oppos merc

Your mind has never been so sensitive. A great time for midnight chats, profound conversations, and musical
jams. Under Neptune's enchanting spell, it's too easy to get carried away and to ignore vital details. Unfinished

assignments is often the result. Confirm appointments and dates well in advance and make sure you've got back
ups of important computer files you're working on. Your ideals and thoughts could be challenged by others who
see things differently. Keep your communications clear and aboveboard since misunderstandings now are almost

par for the course. You might find it best to put off long-lasting commitments until this San Francisco Bay fog lifts

from your mind. Getting loaded only increases the fog factor, and gossip doesn't make matters any better either.
It helps to remember - what goes around, comes around.

July 24, 2022   (July 24, 2022 to July 25, 2022)               Mars Trine Moon

You've plenty of get up and go, making this a good time to work on home, family or self-improvement projects.

Inspirations regarding work should pay off.

July 26, 2022   (July 26, 2022 to July 27, 2022)               Mars Sqr Mars

Unless you can "meet the square" and use the energy constructively, it's best to wait this one out. Don't try to
push too hard. You're only fighting yourself. Watch out for a self-centered attitude that says might is right.

Remember that on the Path it's not so much what happens to you but rather how you react that so often means
the difference between passing or failing.

Aug 14, 2022    (Aug 12, 2022 to Aug 15, 2022)               Mars Trine Merc

You're juiced. You're quick. Get in the game! You'll have no problem getting your point across now. A great

influence for any kind of competition, all sorts of games, plugging into the computer, and interfacing with others.

Aug 19, 2022    (Aug 18, 2022 to Aug 21, 2022)               Mars Trine Plu

Your sense of purpose and determination is intensified. You're working through some killer internal changes that

could lead to great new beginnings. Changes made now could have long lasting consequences. Nevertheless, if

you push too hard you could be too oppressive to yourself and others.
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Aug 21, 2022    (Aug 20, 2022 to Aug 23, 2022)               Mars Oppos Nep

Neptune is your connection to the unseen worlds, your data line to the Muses. Great artists and musicians thrive
in the hit charts and physical media but resemblance to reality is tenuous. Escape into sex, drugs, alcoholism and

the delusions of denial leave one fighting for air. Mommy and Daddy won't always be there. Have fun, but use

your brain. Someday, you'll have to make a living with it. Unpleasant events or emotions, the results of past

actions may appear on the screen of your life. Your impulse may be to run and hide or play the victim, but it's
best to face such times head on. If it doesn't sit well with your heart, don't do it!

Aug 24, 2022    (Aug 22, 2022 to Aug 26, 2022)               Mars Oppos Jup

Restlessness and defensiveness are the order of the day (yours as well as others). You're hard put not to let

others cramp your style. Overtraining and cramming for final exams puts too much stress on a body all at once.

Take things little by little to reach your larger goals. Not everyone sees things from your angle. Different strokes
for different folks. Keep it real!

Aug 28, 2022    (Aug 26, 2022 to Aug 30, 2022)               Mars Trine Sun

You could be at your assertive best! Take advantage of any extra energy and self-confidence to get your
projects moving. Self-improvement programs, sports and energetic leadership are all favored. Get out there and
do it!

Aug 31, 2022    (Aug 29, 2022 to Sep 2, 2022)              Mars Conj Sat

Quite possibly a time of hard work. Much can be accomplished if you're patient. Be ready, however, to deal
with bottled anger, frustration and resentment that could result from opposition to your plans. Parents, loved
ones, employers and other key authority people are apt to be unsympathetic at this time. Your best bet is

working within the system. The result is you grow.

Sep 3, 2022     (July 17, 2022 to Dec 23, 2022)               Plu Trine Merc

Pluto's searing rays open up mind-blowing vistas! You see it as it is. This is a time for study. You're especially
fascinated with the details; mechanics, carpentry, choreography, healing arts. You're willing to explore uncharted

realms, making this a good time to study psychology, astrology, strategy. Learn how positive thinking can change
your life!  Future success  is proportionately related to current vision and effective communication. Travel related

to schooling or business is favored.

Sep 5, 2022     (Aug 25, 2022 to Sep 13, 2022)              Jup Sxtil Sat

This astrological influence (Jup Sxtil Sat) also occurred on June 20, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Sep 14, 2022    (Sep 11, 2022 to Sep 16, 2022)               Mars Trine Ven

There's a basic drive to appreciate and taste life. This could be the time to get that new look! Desires are strong,
and you could hook up with someone really special. If nothing's happening in the romance department, well, at
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very least enjoy a special time with your buds. Artists and other creative people should take advantage of this

inspirationally stimulating influence.

Sep 14, 2022    (Sep 12, 2022 to Sep 16, 2022)               Mars Trine Ura

You're quick on your feet. A perfect time for new ideas, a breakthrough in thinking, a novel approach. If you've
been restless for change, unless other major aspects strongly advise otherwise, this may be the time to take the

leap!

Sep 16, 2022    (Sep 14, 2022 to Sep 18, 2022)               Mars Trine Mars

A time of much energy and drive, perfect for starting something new or for taking care of business. Work those

weights, run that mile, 'cause this is an opportune time to build up your body. If you're into action requiring
military like discipline and stamina, do it now! Or maybe for you, the challenge is in winning over that special

someone. Think positive and win!

Sep 19, 2022    (Sep 12, 2022 to Sep 27, 2022)              Jup Oppos Sun

This astrological influence (Jup Oppos Sun) also occurred on June 6, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Oct 5, 2022     (Sep 28, 2022 to Oct 13, 2022)              Jup Trine Jup

This is a good time influence, so go for it! Dress up and go out because this is the time to get connected. Long

term, this means you could be on a gloriously adventurous trip, finish off a decent semester, or experience an
inner expansion of consciousness. Short term, this may mean a lucky encounter, some extra bucks or a burst of
vitality. Enjoy!

Oct 19, 2022    (Oct 10, 2022 to Oct 29, 2022)              Jup Trine Nep

A time when you could be motivated to pursue your strongest ideals. Folk music and ancient tunes help you to
get in touch with your inner self. Your inspiration could lead you to study, to work on your psychology or to get
more involved with some educational, cultural, or spiritual group or project. Couple your enthusiasm with reality,

your dreams with the facts, lest you be disappointed. For some, this transit could mark a spiritual or educational
trip or pilgrimage.

Oct 31, 2022    (Oct 20, 2022 to Dec 28, 2022)              Jup Oppos Plu

Despite the fact that you feel that you have all the answers, others may not share your point of view. If you try to

force your way, you'll meet up with some stone cold resistance. Keep cool. Allowing others freedom to have

their own beliefs can be a good thing. Your ideas may be valid, but a diplomatic touch will go much further in
getting you the results you seek. If someone is trying to put a trip on you, stay centered. Keep your standards,

even in the face of necessary compromise. If you can keep things in proportion, you may win the fight. Others

are inspired by your convictions.
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Oct 31, 2022    (Oct 25, 2022 to Nov 4, 2022)              mars sqr merc

Forecast calls for electrically charged mental atmosphere potentially culminating in braindrains, serious debates,
regrettable arguments and accidents. How to keep the querulous ego from ruining the fruits of a razor sharp

mind? The Laughing Buddha finds happiness by not taking himself too seriously.

Nov 12, 2022    (July 17, 2022 to Dec 23, 2022)               Plu Trine Merc

This astrological influence (Plu Trine Merc) also occurred on Sep 3, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Dec 13, 2022    (Dec 10, 2022 to Dec 16, 2022)               Mars Trine Mars

This astrological influence (Mars Trine Mars) also occurred on Sep 16, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Dec 15, 2022    (Dec 12, 2022 to Dec 18, 2022)               Mars Trine Ura

This astrological influence (Mars Trine Ura) also occurred on Sep 14, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Dec 16, 2022    (Dec 13, 2022 to Dec 19, 2022)               Mars Trine Ven

This astrological influence (Mars Trine Ven) also occurred on Sep 14, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this

date.

Dec 17, 2022    (Oct 20, 2022 to Dec 28, 2022)              Jup Oppos Plu

This astrological influence (Jup Oppos Plu) also occurred on Oct 31, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Dec 29, 2022    (Dec 19, 2022 to Jan 6, 2023)              Jup Trine Nep

This astrological influence (Jup Trine Nep) also occurred on Oct 19, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Jan 10, 2023    (Jan 3, 2023 to Jan 17, 2023)              Jup Trine Jup

This astrological influence (Jup Trine Jup) also occurred on Oct 5, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Jan 23, 2023    (Dec 29, 2022 to Feb 16, 2023)              ura sqr mars

The tensions that you're handling are so great, that it's Herculean to get the job done. You may find yourself

tempted to run into directions that could get  you nowhere, and could in fact, land you in considerable trouble.

The ego expands, then receives a stiff slap on the wrist. This can be humiliating. Concentrate your efforts on
finishing what you've started, particularly if what you started is worth finishing. Confrontations with friends don't
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have to turn into fights. Anger and recklessness can prove to be very costly.

Jan 24, 2023    (Jan 18, 2023 to Jan 29, 2023)              Jup Oppos Sun

This astrological influence (Jup Oppos Sun) also occurred on Sep 19, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this

date.

Feb 3, 2023     (Jan 28, 2023 to Feb 8, 2023)              Jup Sxtil Sat

This astrological influence (Jup Sxtil Sat) also occurred on Sep 5, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this date.

Feb 12, 2023    (Feb 8, 2023 to Feb 15, 2023)              Mars Trine Ven

This astrological influence (Mars Trine Ven) also occurred on Dec 16, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Feb 12, 2023    (Feb 9, 2023 to Feb 15, 2023)              Mars Trine Ura

This astrological influence (Mars Trine Ura) also occurred on Dec 15, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this

date.

Feb 15, 2023    (Feb 12, 2023 to Feb 18, 2023)               Mars Trine Mars

This astrological influence (Mars Trine Mars) also occurred on Dec 13, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this
date.

Mar 5, 2023     (Mar 1, 2023 to Mar 10, 2023)              Jup Sqr Moon

You may feel good in a certain place but opportunity may take you elsewhere. Step back a bit from your
situation and consider potential consequences before deciding what to do. Acting on a whim may not get you
where you want to go. Indulging in the munchies or getting wasted does not solve any problems. You can deal

with it!

Mar 6, 2023     (Mar 2, 2023 to Mar 11, 2023)              Jup Oppos Ven

All that glitters is not gold. In the yin/yang potential of all oppositions, these two bountiful planets could usher in a
period of at least relative happiness and an overall sense of well being. You may be experiencing a strong

attraction to a special somebody. Vacations could be a ball, but vacation romances probably are best left where

they left off. If you tend to be uptight, this transit could help you loosen up and enjoy life. Yet, even happiness
can turn sour if you overdo it. You could regret ignoring the need for boundaries in an intimate relationship. If

your cash is burning a hole in your pocket, stash some. Do you really want to spend all your green on one ride?

Sometimes relationship conflicts center on cultural or moral differences that have to be sorted out. Give any

important partnerships formed during this cycle time before committing to serious engagements.
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Mar 7, 2023     (Mar 3, 2023 to Mar 11, 2023)              Jup Oppos Ura

So you say you want a revolution! Every group has its celebrated cause. Fanatical pursuit of the mission often

results in hurt for all involved. Better to pursue change in yourself before looking to change the world. Anarchy

and living dangerously leaves behind smoke and ashes. Tolerance lets everyone create their own space while

harming none. Get with the American way; each one's right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Promise
only that which you can deliver and be wary of those who talk big but don't come through.

Mar 11, 2023    (Feb 3, 2023 to Aug 7, 2023)              Plu Trine Plu

Continual discovery, persistent searching and continual changes keep you on the move and growing. You are

able to get to the very heart of things. A prime metamorphosis time!

Mar 11, 2023    (Mar 6, 2023 to Mar 15, 2023)              Jup Sxtil Mars

Sense the trends to make the right moves! Opportunities for advancement arise. Ambition and drive are strong

now. This transit is fabulous for sports; you've got plenty of energy and you're set to win! Long distant trips could

be a blast! If you're working, consider if this is the right time to ask for that raise. If you're still at home, even your
allowance might improve. A time to learn and by learning to grow.

Mar 15, 2023    (Mar 6, 2023 to Mar 24, 2023)              Sat Sqr Nep

A close examination may find you separating the wheat from the chaff when it comes to realistic ideas and

dreams of what can and cannot be. Your imagination may feel blocked and stagnant, or perhaps you feel that
financial limitations or other conditions hamper you manifesting your dreams in physical reality. You've got to
keep yourself together and find other activities with which your mind can be occupied. Reading, sports, and

creating with your hands may help ease the tensions. Also, it is important to have people with whom you can talk
things over at a deep and connected level. This may mean a friend or someone older and more experienced who

you can trust. Your mind is very open to impressions from spiritual and philosophical sources. Be careful to
choose only the purest. Not a good aspect for spending time in mosh pits in gothic clubs, or for attending dark

séances. Quiet contemplation is better than the old tired out and wasted party life. Choose wisely, and receive
the magical calm you never knew existed.

Mar 17, 2023    (Mar 15, 2023 to Mar 20, 2023)              Mars Sqr Merc

This astrological influence (Mars Sqr Merc) also occurred on Oct 31, 2022 (peak date). Please refer to this

date.

Mar 24, 2023    (Mar 22, 2023 to Mar 27, 2023)              Mars Sqr Plu

Warning: you could do a lot of damage if you let your ego go unchecked. If you remember that it's not what

happens so much as how you react that counts, you'll have an easier time keeping your cool. Stay away from

dangerous places, gangs, violence. Be careful with guns and knives. Take it easy with cars and around

machinery. All kids your age are dealing with this now; some are going to find it hard to sit on internal volcanoes.
Resist the temptation to overpower others. You may have to deal with people who try to bully you. If you can
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handle the energy, you could cut through like never before in sports and important projects through the force of

sheer determination and guts. Channel your fierceness into something that pays off.

Mar 29, 2023    (Mar 20, 2023 to Apr 8, 2023)              Sat Sqr Jup

While skydiving, it's touch and go keeping your balance and the flow. A hand here or a leg up there, and you're
hurtling through space to land on your head! In a world of tough choices, there must be synchronicity. The

danger of building on unsound foundations or expanding too fast is present. There's the potential of losing out by

missing the wave due to fear, or being unprepared. This may mean letting go of impulse decisions to take hold of
the rod of down-to-earth moves.

Apr 3, 2023     (Apr 1, 2023 to Apr 5, 2023)              Mars Sqr Sun

Keeping your cool, even under pressure, pays off big now. Blowing it could do more damage than you think.

People are under stress, so try not to take things so personally. Feeling good about yourself is the key to keeping
the peace. Think before you react.

Apr 19, 2023    (Apr 17, 2023 to Apr 21, 2023)               Mars Oppos Moon

You're hanging on in a sea of emotion. A lot of stuff is coming up. Trouble is you could react, rather than reflect,

and cause a lot of damage. How to keep the peace when everything is blowing up inside you? You've got a
chance now to discover that attitudes and feelings that worked when you were a kid can really get in the way

now. If you keep your objectivity, you can permanently change certain habit patterns for the better. Maybe
you're totally okay but someone close to you acts really weird. Take a look. See yourself?

Apr 20, 2023    (Apr 18, 2023 to Apr 22, 2023)              Mars Sqr Ven

It's hard to be alone and it's hard to love. It hurts when you're sad and it hurts when you're close. It's time to feel

it, time to work it out. Just close your eyes, dear...memories of betrayal and of ecstasy. You're turned on, just
don't turn your best friend off by coming on too strong. All the love you need is right where you are...

Apr 20, 2023    (Apr 18, 2023 to Apr 22, 2023)              Mars Sqr Ura

Alright, so you've got the Terminator doing battle with the Wolverine in your head! Whether the disruptive energy

comes from within or from without the challenge is the same. Hard to referee, we know, but you can stay

centered in the cage long enough to get these beasts to help break you out and live to see the next day. If you let

these energies outplay themselves, others may wonder what happened to the you they once knew.

Hallucinogenics, jumping out of planes without chutes and other attempts at adventurous self destruction lead to
an early grave. So much rebellious behavior is tired and worn out. Quit fronting, and find better worlds to

conquer. The hero is meditating within; bow to one another and join forces.

Apr 20, 2023    (Mar 23, 2023 to May 29, 2023)               Nep Oppos Merc

Your mind has never been so sensitive. A great time for midnight chats, profound conversations, and musical
jams. Under Neptune's enchanting spell, it's too easy to get carried away and to ignore vital details. Unfinished
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assignments is often the result. Confirm appointments and dates well in advance and make sure you've got back

ups of important computer files you're working on. Your ideals and thoughts could be challenged by others who

see things differently. Keep your communications clear and aboveboard since misunderstandings now are almost
par for the course. You might find it best to put off long-lasting commitments until this San Francisco Bay fog lifts

from your mind. Getting loaded only increases the fog factor, and gossip doesn't make matters any better either.

It helps to remember - what goes around, comes around.

May 2, 2023     (Mar 17, 2023 to June 17, 2023)               plu sxtil nep

An opportunity to sort through different belief packages. Spiritual centers within you are stimulated, but like

muscles, they grow with use, atrophy with laziness. Work them through meditation and by looking within. You

could discover your guiding lights. Chances are you'll discard the "pie in the sky" stuff you've bought into up to

now. Much will give way under your scrutiny. Solid goals meant to support you and not the social myth machine

emerge.

May 14, 2023    (May 12, 2023 to May 16, 2023)               Mars Sxtil Merc

You're juiced. You're quick. Get in the game! You'll have no problem getting your point across now. A great

influence for any kind of competition, all sorts of games, plugging into the computer, and interfacing with others.

May 18, 2023    (May 1, 2023 to Aug 5, 2023)              Sat Sqr Sat

Don't be overwhelmed by tough circumstances. Intense relationships and circumstances may test your soul like
never before. You're forced to look at yourself and examine the nature of the crises before you. There may be a

financial crunch, interpersonal crisis, or exposure of some weak point in character. You may be asking yourself
'Why me?'; some of these relationships may be from your past, even from past lives! What you learn now can
help you resolve future issues to come on the world wheel.

May 20, 2023    (May 20, 2023 to May 21, 2023)               Mars Sxtil Plu

Your sense of purpose and determination is intensified. You're working through some killer internal changes that
could lead to great new beginnings. Changes made now could have long lasting consequences. Nevertheless, if
you push too hard you could be too oppressive to yourself and others.

May 22, 2023    (May 22, 2023 to May 23, 2023)               Mars Trine Nep

The sage attains fulfillment through selfless action. The most constructive use of this energy is in helping or

counseling other people. Some will seek enlightenment through the use of shadowy substances. Come up higher
and tap your spiritual centers. Any kind of volunteer work related to hospitals or religious institutions is favored.

This influence stimulates the imagination and is conducive toward creative writing, music, research, psychological

and astrological investigation. Perhaps a fun time for enjoying water sports.

May 25, 2023    (May 23, 2023 to May 26, 2023)               Mars Trine Jup

Surf the South Seas, climb Mt. McKinley. Anything seems possible now! You're in the flow and everything's
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alright. So work it! A good time for buying a car and for traveling to Cancun. Negotiate the price down. Maxing

your credit card out could be tempting.

May 28, 2023    (May 26, 2023 to May 30, 2023)               Mars Sxtil Sun

You could be at your assertive best! Take advantage of any extra energy and self-confidence to get your
projects moving. Self-improvement programs, sports and energetic leadership are all favored. Get out there and

do it!

May 31, 2023    (May 30, 2023 to June 2, 2023)               Mars Sxtil Sat

If friends remark that you're unusually serious now, they're right! This influence offers a good formula for success

if you're willing to work hard, keep organized, define your goals and stay on track. Your ambition is likely to be
intensified as well as your will to succeed and grapple with even knotty problems. Parents, bosses, mentors --

people in power, support your goals.

June 24, 2023   (Feb 3, 2023 to Aug 7, 2023)              Plu Trine Plu

This astrological influence (Plu Trine Plu) also occurred on Mar 11, 2023 (peak date). Please refer to this date.
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